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SUMMARY

Digest: The Act requires the OHA to provide certain services to certain people who are under 21
years of age. The Act says that, if a court orders the OHA to provide certain services to a youth, the
order does not commit the youth to the OHA or change the youth's guardian. (Flesch Readability
Score: 64.8).

Requires the Oregon Health Authority to seek federal approval to obtain federal funding to provide
services and supports to certain individuals who are under 21 years of age to enable the individuals
to live at home. Specifies services and supports and requirements for eligibility determinations.

Requires the authority to improve the process for accessing the services and supports to make it
easier for individuals to access the services and supports, including for individuals who are eligible
for services from more than one agency or more than one division within an agency.

Prohibits the denial of services and supports to individuals who have intellectual or developmental
disabilities.

Requires the authority to create and maintain a unit staffed with staff who are trained to coordinate
the services and supports on behalf of the individuals receiving them.

Requires the authority to contract with community-based entities to provide assistance to individuals
and their families in accessing and managing services and supports.

Requires the authority to adopt rules listing medical assistance services that may not be delayed
due to prior authorization, medical necessity reviews or provider restrictions.

Requires the authority and the Department of Education to develop strategies and recommendations
for leveraging federal funds to provide certain school-based services and submit a report to the
Legislative Assembly by October 1, 2024.

Modifies provisions regarding the assessment of a youth's fitness to proceed in a juvenile
delinquency proceeding. Clarifies that an order directing that a youth receive restorative services
does not commit the youth to the custody of the Oregon Health Authority or alter the youth's
guardianship. Limits when a youth may be removed from a current placement to a new placement to
receive restorative services.

Declares an emergency, effective on passage.
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